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RELIABLE  TECHNIC AL PARTNER



M&M Intercom is a reliable technical partner that provides 
solutions for industrial maintenance and machine manufacturing 
for companies of all sizes and wide variety of industries. As a 
customer oriented company, we provide professional technical 
support with high quality products. M&M Intercom Ltd. is a 
family-owned business started operating in 1989. Since then 
we have gained valuable experience and extensive knowledge, 
creating a wide purchase and sales network in more than 70 
countries all over the world. With a strong focus on improving 
industrial efficiency by accomplishing more with fewer resources, 
our company offers proactive support accompanied with a 
comprehensive inventory of machine parts and Fast-Moving 
Consumer Goods for industrial use. By investing in our 
company and our employees, we have increased our flexibility, 
strengthened our knowledge and made our expertise unique. 
Combined with clear logistic structures and interactive 
relationships with suppliers, we provide a strong edge to our 
portfolio. With these distinct advantages, we provide every 
customer with complete and fast solutions that satisfies not 
only the present, but also their future needs.

RELIABLE TECHNICAL PARTNER



With a reputation on customer proximity and 
swift respond to their needs we have achieved 
global reach in more than 70 countries.

RELIABLE 
WORLDWIDE DELIVERY SAME DAY DISPATCH

FAST DELIVERY WITH TRACEABILITY

EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICES

OVER 100.000 DIFFERENT PRODUCTS OF MORE THAN 80 WORLD RENOWNED BRANDS!

We provide every customer with an individualized, complete and fast solution! 

PRODUCT RANGE



›  Rolling bearings

›  Plain bearings

›  Plummer block housings

SKF, Timken, EZO, Link-Belt, NSK, THK, Stieber, Cooper, Koyo, GMN, S.4M, UKF, IBC, SLF, SWC, CSB, BGL

NB, Ewellix, THK, Schneeberger, NSK, IKO, Bosch Rexroth

BEARING TECHNOLOGY

LINEAR MOTION TECHNOLOGY

›  Linear guideways

›  Ballscrews

›  Trapezoidal screws

›  O-rings

›  Oil seals & accessories

›  Hydraulic seals 

›  Pneumatic seals 

›  Flange gaskets

›  Compression packings

›  Mechanical seals

›  V-rings

›  X-rings

Dichtomatik, Freudenberg, Burgman, Parker, Hallite, Donit Tesnit, Klinger, Chesterton, James Walker, Corteco

SEALING TECHNOLOGY

MACHINE ELEMENTS

›  Plummer block housing units

›  Other bearings

›  Bearing accessories

›  Linear shafts

›  Roller slideways

›  Linear modules



Colson, LAG

Dichta, Kipp, Norelem

›  DC electrical actuators

›  Asynchronous electrical actuators

›  Actuator accessories

CASTORS AND WHEELS 

LINEAR ACTUATORS

›  Castors and wheels for standard use

›  Castors and wheels for rough floors

›  Heavy duty castors and wheels

›  Stainless steel castors and wheels

›  Heat resisitant castors and wheels

›  Institutional castors and wheels

›  Castors and wheels for mobile waste containers

›  Castors and wheels for furniture

›  Retaining rings

›  Standard machine elements

›  Keys

›  Spring pins

›  Vibration dampers

›  Fastners

STANDARD MACHINE ELEMENTS

MACHINE ELEMENTS



›  V-belts

›  Timing belts

›  Ribbed belts

›  Variable speed belts

›  Flat belts

›  Roller chains

›  Leaf and hoisting chains

›  Chain links 

›  Sprockets

›  Single-phase electric motors

›  Three-phase electric motors

›  V-belt pulleys

›  Timing belt pulleys

›  Timing belt bars

BELTS

CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

ELECTRIC MOTORS

PULLEYS

POWER TRANSMISSION

›  Agricultural machinery belts

›  V and round (VaR) profile belts

›  Timing belt clamping plates

›  Automotive belts

›  Chain-stretcher sprockets

›  Chain tensioners

›  Chain guide rails

›  Servo drives

›  Control drives 

›  Poly-V belt pulleys

›  Pulley flanges

Gates, Contitech, Mulco, Brecoflex, Fenner Drives  

Rexnord, Tsubaki, Iwis, Wipperman, Retezy Vamberk, Wefapress

Siemens, Mosca Motori, Nord, Sew, Bonfiglioli, Lenze, Cemer, Mgm, Stöber



SPEED GEARBOXES

GEARS AND RACKS

COUPLINGS AND CLUTCHES

CLAMPING ELEMENTS

›  Worm gear reducers

›  Helical gear reducers

›  Planetary gearboxes

›  Cylindrical gears

›  Conical gears

›  Racks

›  Flexible jaw couplings

›  Shaft collars

›  Tyre couplings 

›  Gear couplings

›  Chain couplings

›  Cardan shafts

›  Mechanical speed variators

›  Gear motors

›  Gearbox accessories

›  Taper bushes

›  Hubs for taper bushes

›  Locking assemblies

POWER TRANSMISSION

ATLANTA 

Flender, Lenze, Sew, Nord, Bonfiglioli, Electroprecizia

REXNORD



›  PP plastics

›  PE plastics

›  POM plastcs

›  PA plastics

›  PET plastics

›  PEEK plastics

›  PVDF plastics

›  PTFE plastics

Festo, Bosch Rexroth, Aignep

Rexnord, System Plast, Uni chain, Forbo, Habasit, Ammeraal Beltech

›  Fittings and couplings

›  Compressed air treatment and regulation

›  Pressure gauges

›  Valves

›  Pneumatic cylinders

›  Vacuum technology

›  Accessories

ENGINEERING PLASTICS

PNEUMATICS

›  Conveyor belts

›  Conveyor flat top chains

›  Conveyor rollers

›  Conveying components

CONVEYOR TECHNOLOGY

POWER TRANSMISSION



›  Unprofiled rubber sheets

›  Profiled rubber sheets

›  Horse stall mats

›  Contact sprays

›  Solvent degreasing

›  Hand cleaners

›  Brake cleaners

›  Car care

›  Instant adhesives 

›  Hybrid adhesives

›  Universal adhesives

›  Duct tapes

›  Threadlockers

›  Epoxy adhesives

›  Acrylic adhesives

›  UV curing adhesives

›  PU adhesives

›  Special purpose adhesives

›  Retaining compounds

›  Activators and primers for 

   adhesives and sealants

Semperit

RUBBER MATS

CLEANING AGENTS

ADHESIVES

›  Silicons

›  Thread sealants

›  Flexible sealants

›  Gasketing sealants

›  Leak detector

›  Liquid metal

›  Surface coatings

›  Dispense needles

›  Mixers

›  Dispensing guns

›  Absorbent products

›  Surface treatment agents

›  Industrial cleaning agents 

   and degreasers



›  Industrial lubricants

›  Greases and pastes

›  Metalworking fluids

›  Automotive lubricants

›  Agricultural lubricants

›  Marine lubricants

›  Oil Analysis

›  Hand tools

›  Workshop equipment 

›  Measuring tools

›  LED worklights 

›  Bearing assembly and dissasembly tools 

›  Seal maintenance tools

›  Belt maintenance tools

›  Chain maintenance tools

›  Diagnostic tools

›  Washer straps

›  Other special tools

LUBRICANTS & GREASES

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

Mobil, Eni, Total, Castrol, Shell



SERVICES

M&M experts consult on the most suitable and economical 

solutions, which are based on the customer’s specified needs. 

Our technicians are committed to deliver high-quality pre-sale 

and post-sale technical support throughout the product’s 

lifecycle. We always do our best to find the right solution which 

is based on our knowledge, experience and  tight collaboration 

with our partners.

OUR EXPERTISE. 
YOUR SAFETY. 
For simplified and prudent solutions.

We provide you with a highest level of performance, stable quality control 
and professional technical support in order to achieve more with fewer 
resources. Our main advantage is flexibility with professional service that 
ensures fast satisfaction of customer’s needs. The machine center provides:

M&M MACHINE CENTER

custom made products (according to customer specifications)

quick response and accessibility

high-quality processing and professional technical check-up



We are a supplier with a wide range of rubber 
sheeting, matting and flooring, for use in 
domestic, public and industrial sectors. 

We cover our customers` needs from general to 
more complex, where the highest standards are 
required, such as in food and pharmaceutical 
industries.

FROM GENERAL TO COMPLEX AND 
“FIT-FOR-PURPOSE” SOLUTIONS

Our production range of rubber sheet 
materials covers it all - from the very basic, 
economical solutions to high grade materials, 
where maximum media resistance with 
excellent mechanical properties is requested.
 

COMPLETE PROCESSING SERVICES

Processing of rubber sheets is possible in 
standard forms (strips, plates etc.) as well as 
per customers` design and specifications. 
With our CNC cutters we offer a complete 
cutting service and rubber sheet processing - 
from conceptual design to production of the 
final product. With our strict quality control 
services we ensure the highest reliable level of 
quality to our customers. 

CUTTING GASKETS, ELASTOMERS, 
TECHNICAL RUBBER AND OTHER 
MATERIALS



High sophisticated semi-automatic belt cutting 
machine, that has been designed for the needs 
of our company, allows precise cutting of timing 
(toothed), ribbed and flat belt sleeves. This enables 
automatic angle adjustment of axial tension and 
handling high voltage of the sleeve during the 
cutting. The length of a cut is adjusted from 130 
mm up to 7.800 mm, while the wide goes up to 
750 mm. 

Our equipment also enables cutting shorter 
belts from 130 mm length up to 450 mm width. 
The machine includes a special floating knife for 
ribbed belts with the possibility of changing the 
guide pulley of each belt profile, which enables a 
constant cut quality. 

In our machine center we can cut high quality belts 
- from world known manufacturers: Megadyne, 
Pix, Bando, Hutchinson, Steigentech and Optibelt 
– to your desired width, the same day your order 
is handed over.

The highly sophisticated machine offers pre-
prepared welding programs for each belt type 
and is suitable for welding belts with various 
types of belt coverings, such as NFT (PAZ), NFB 
(PAR), LINATEX, etc. It enables the regulation of 
temperature between the upper and the lower 
welding surface, welding pressure and processing 
time. Water cooling of the welded belts is carried 
out in similar controlled conditions. We offer 
processing of timing (toothed), ribbed (micro or 
poly-V), flat and joined belts of Megadyne and 
Steigentech producers.

We guarantee you a precise, smooth 
and straight cut!

BELT CUTTING 
AND PROCESSING

We offer 100 percent weld power of 
a custom made PU belts of OEM quality!

BELT 
WELDING



In collaboration with our partners and renowned independent 
accredited laboratories, we offer you analysis of industrial and 
automotive lubricants, coolants, neat cutting oils, fuels, greases, 
oil filters, etc. If you would like to conduct an analysis of your oil, 
please contact our professional technical service. 

In our own Linear Center, we offer high-quality rail cutting 
to desired dimensions and cut-to-length equipment for 
linear technology according to specific customer requests. 
We are the right company if you are in the market for 
professionally processed linear shafts, guideway rails and 
ball screw spindles. Besides cutting, we also assemble 
linear rails and blocks of required lengths. We equip them 
with grease guns as well as additional seals, which are 
preserved and packed appropriately. We also assemble 
ball screws and nuts. All linear technology parts from our 
Linear Center are professionally processed, corrosion-
protected, appropriately packaged and dispatched at the 
shortest time possible.

Fast, professionally processed 
and hand-assembled to meet 
your requirements!

LINEAR RAILS 
CUTTING CENTRE

Optimise oil change interval!

OIL ANALYSIS



We offer a complete cutting service from outline 
scheme to production. We also offer semi-
finished products such as rods, tubes and plates 
of different thicknesses and materials. To be able 
to provide our customers with fast, reliable and 
high quality supplying solution, we equipped our 
stock shapes offer with processing services:

Custom made and nonstandard 
products from all types of technical 
plastic.

PROCESSING OF 
TECHNICAL PLASTICS

CUTTING OF STOCK SHAPES TO SIZE PER 
CUSTOMERS SPECIFICATION,

PROCESSING (MILLING, TURNIND ETC.) 
OF CUSTOM PLASTIC PARTS,

R&D OF CUSTOM SOLUTIONS.

›  PLATES

›  RODS

›  TUBES

OTHER CUSTOM PRODUCTS

CUTTING INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS 
OF SMALLER DIMENSIONS 

CASINGS AND PYLONS OF LINEAR 
BEARINGS, SPACER RINGS, PLUGS, 
VALVES, HOSE FITTINGS AND 
RETAINING BOARDS 



“ONE STOP SHOP” FOR COMPLETE AND CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

M&M Intercom, d.o.o.
Letališka cesta 33f
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

T: +386 (0)1 29 27 700
F: +386 (0)1 52 49 072
E: info@mm-intercom.si

We are always available for all technical questions and free professional consultations. 
Write to shop@mm-intercom.si or visit our online shop.

FUL RANGE PROVIDER
More than 80 brands and 100 000 different products

PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Availability of highly-qualified experts

www.mm-intercom.si

RELIABLE WORLDWIDE DELIVERY
Optmized and simplified logistic


